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The World we want

Children, young people and adults 

are safely connected to family 

anywhere in the world.

What we do

We support children, young people 

and families separated across 

international borders.

Our Focus

International: Adoption, Child 

Abduction, Family Tracing, Child 

Safeguarding and Surrogacy.

Our Services

Social Work, Legal, Mediation, 

Research, advocacy and training.

What we do best

We skilfully guide people through 

complex family circumstances using 

international expertise and local and 

international network.

What is important to us

• Children’s rights and best interests

•  Belonging to the ISS network of  

 over 140 countries

•  Caring for people in international   

 family situations.
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President’s Report Executive Director’s Report

Reflecting on the previous year, there is much 
for ISS Australia to be proud of. Whilst ISS 
is facing some significant headwinds, it is a 
vibrant, viable and well-run organisation with 
strong leadership and highly skilled staff. 
But what I am most proud of is the difference we 
make in supporting vulnerable families at sensitive 
and stressful times in their lives. We make this 
difference through the dedication of the ISS team 
– the Board would like to formally thank all staff for 
choosing to work with ISS. You are the reason that 
ISS Australia is held in such high regard in Australia 
and internationally.

The Board has had three main priorities this 
year: overseeing the strategy and direction of the 
organisation, securing ongoing funding and ensuring 
the Board has the right composition to meet ISS’s 
changing needs. To this end, we have undertaken  
a number of activities, including:

•  The development of a “Plan on a Page”  
(see page 1) and a new 3-year Strategic Plan

•  Establishment of a Marketing & Fundraising 
Advisory Committee, comprised of experts in 
these fields

•  Inviting several new members to the Board, 
including Rebecca Cowan and Peter Arnaudo,  
as well as our new Treasurer, Richard Giles

We also said farewell to Rowan Brittain, our outgoing 
Treasurer. We thank Rowan for his contribution and 
support over the past 4 years and wish him well in the 
future.

I would also like to thank my fellow Board members 
for their enthusiasm, candour and dedication to ISS. 
It is a pleasure serving with you. And finally, a special 
thanks to Fionn Skiotis (Executive Director) for his 
leadership and commitment to the organisation.

2017-18 was another busy year for ISS Australia, 
with a focus on the ongoing delivery of high 
quality cross-border casework services to 
families in Australia needing our assistance. 
Sadly our Intercountry Adoption Tracing and 
Reunification Service or ICATRS, launched in September 
2016 with funding from the Commonwealth Department 
of Social Services, had to be discontinued from 30  
June 2018, despite strong demand, impressive  
results and great support from the intercountry  
adoptee community. We hope to be in a position to 
relaunch this service one day.

On a more positive note, ISS Australia was very pleased 
to win a competitive tender for the nationwide provision 
of legal assistance and social work support services in 
cases of international parental child abduction or IPCA. 
We have provided these services for many years, but 
were nevertheless delighted to be awarded a funding 
contract for the period July 2018 to June 2021. In many 
ways our twin IPCA services are the flagship services for 
which ISS Australia is best known.

Despite its modest size and budget, ISS Australia strives 
hard to build effective partnerships and networks both in 
Australia and overseas. We remained an active member 
of the global ISS network – now represented in over 
140 countries – at all levels; some of the contributions 
to this report illustrate the great work being done by 
network members worldwide. We also continued to work 
closely with philanthropic and individual donors and with 
organisational partners.

I would like to thank all members of ISS Australia’s Board 
of Directors, whose collective experience and expertise 
are invaluable in guiding our organisation through both 
its good times and challenges. ISS has maintained an 
active program of interns, students on placement and 
volunteers and their presence and contribution were 
greatly appreciated. Finally, as in past years, I must 
acknowledge my dedicated and skilled colleagues, who 
make possible our high quality services and strong client 
outcomes.
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What does ISS Australia do?

ISS Australia is an independent Australian 
not for profit organisation registered with 
the Australian Charities and Not for profits 
Commission (ACNC).
We provide specialised, professional cross-border 
casework services – that is, assistance from 
social workers, lawyers and mediators to families 
and children in Australia who are separated by 
international borders.

With almost 60 years’ experience, ISS Australia is a 
leader in its areas of expertise and the only Australian 
NGO focused closely on intercountry casework and 
related services.

ISS Australia is a member of the global ISS network, 
established in 1924 and now represented in over 140 
countries worldwide. The ISS network assists over 
50,000 families each year.

ISS Australia’s network membership provides us 
with the unique capacity to refer cases to qualified 
and experienced colleagues in most countries of the 
world, confident that our clients’ issues will receive 
fast, high quality and caring responses.

Our services focus on the care, protection and 
support of children and families separated across 
international borders. They include:

•  International parental child abduction  
– social work support

•  International parental child abduction  
– legal assistance

•  International family mediation
•  International post adoption tracing
•  General family tracing and reunification
•  Intercountry adoption family support
•  Intercountry child welfare and kinship care

All our services are provided by qualified and 
accredited social workers, lawyers and mediators, 
experienced in working across international borders.

In addition to our services, ISS Australia also 
engages in research , advocacy, policy development 
and training in areas relevant to our mission, when 
resources allow.
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Service Areas 2017-18 2016-17 % change

IPCA 119 132 -9.8

Tracing – general 36 30 20.0

Tracing – post-adoption 86 88 -2.3

Kinship placement 35 35 0.0

Other child welfare 113 89 27.0

Family mediation 72 69 4.3

Family / adult welfare 12 7 71.4

Legal 435 457 -4.8

ICAFSS 247 426 -42.0

ICATRS 103 334 -69.2

Other 9 12 -25.0

Total 1,267 1,679 -24.5

2016-18 Service Data

NOTE: ISS Australia has previously measured both new and ongoing cases in a given year. 
This year, we have changed our methodology to count only new cases. The reason for this 
change is that new cases can be measured with precision – they are only counted when 
clients contact us and access our services. Ongoing cases depend to some extent on when 
and how often cases are closed, so measuring them is inherently less precise. We want to be 
sure our data are 100% accurate and precise!

Over the three years from 

2015-16 to 2017-18, the 

number of new cases 

undertaken by ISS Australia 

increased by 36%
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International Post Adoption Tracing Service

The International Post Adoption Tracing Service 1 
(IPATS) supports individuals and families who have 
been affected by adoption and wish to trace their 
relatives across borders. 

The service is staffed by qualified social workers who 
provide international post adoption tracing, emotional 
support and intermediary assistance. Our social 
workers search discreetly and sensitively outreach 
family members, providing an emotional buffer and 
support both to those searching and those who are 
found.

The testimonials below are from an adopted person 
and his mother who were supported by IPATS.

From mum:

‘Last year my daughter and I approached ISS 
Australia to ask if they could help trace my son, 
who had been adopted after birth in the UK many 
years ago. The social workers we met soon put my 
mind at ease when they described the discreet and 
sensitive methods they used, as I was anxious not 
to cause any distress for him or his family. My son 
was traced quite quickly and I was overjoyed that 
he was willing to have contact. In the early weeks 
we agreed that all our correspondence should go 
through ISS, giving us the constant support of 
our social workers, who were so professional and 
empathetic during that very emotional time. Then, 
after months of getting to know each other by 
email and phone, my daughter and I were thrilled 
when my son came out to Australia recently to visit 
us. We will continue to have close contact with 
each other and look forward to future visits. 

Thank you so much to the staff at ISS who made 
this possible.’

From her son: 

‘Last year I received a very discreet letter from 
ISS Australia advising me that my birth mother 
was interested in contacting me. This was of 
course a very emotional experience for me, but 
the Social Workers at ISS Australia were extremely 
professional and sensitive, and their priority was 
to look after my welfare at every stage. Initially 
working as an intermediary, they helped my birth 
mother and I to make gradual contact, ensuring 
it was at a speed that we were both comfortable 
with. I’m delighted to say that the whole process 
was highly successful and this year I flew out 
from the UK to Australia to meet my birth mother 
and sister for the first time. It was a wonderful 
experience and, I’m sure, the first of many more. 
I will always be very grateful to ISS Australia for 
helping to make this happen.’

If you or someone in your family has been adopted 
and there is an international aspect to the situation, 
please contact ISS Australia and ask to speak with 
one of our social workers. The NSW branch of this 
service has been generously funded by the NSW 
Department of Family and Community Services 
(FaCS) for over ten years.

1 Formerly known as the Post Adoption Tracing and Reunification Service

Kay Hardefeldt, ISS Australia’s Manager, NSW Services, looks at 

one of ISS’s core services, recently renamed, which is provided free 

to clients in NSW.
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ISS leads drafting of international principles on surrogacy

ISS has been leading a core group of experts 
including Claire Achmad, Nigel Cantwell, 
Patricia Fronek, Olga Khazova, Chief Justice 
John Pascoe, David Smolin and Michael 
Wells-Greco to draft International principles 
for the protection of human rights, especially 
the rights of the child, in the context of 
surrogacy. A wider group of experts including 
UN CRC Committee, Governments, UNICEF, 
UN Special Rapporteur on the Sale and 
Sexual Exploitation of Children, academics 
and practitioners have fed into the content 
of the principles with multi-disciplinary 
backgrounds representing all regions in the 
world.

Over the past three decades, surrogacy has become 
an increasingly popular method of reproductive 
technology. Due to controversies over ethical 
aspects of the practice, domestic legal responses 
to surrogacy differ widely between jurisdictions from 
prohibition or silence to a few States allowing the 
practice. The variety of domestic legal responses 
to surrogacy has led to a situation where persons 
seeking to have a child through surrogacy travel 
from one country to another, purposely choosing 
‘surrogacy-friendly’ jurisdictions as their destinations. 
By and large, the majority of these individuals are 
Westerners attracted by low-cost surrogacy services 
and a ready availability of poor surrogates in places in 
Asia, Eastern Europe and Latin America. In addition, 
large numbers of Western and Asian clients choose 
the higher cost surrogacy services found in certain 
parts of the United States.

Alarmingly, this state of affairs has resulted in the 
gradual development of an extensive international 
commercial surrogacy market, which paves the way 
for lucrative business opportunities and activities 
with a high degree of inherent risk of human rights 
abuses. Likewise this gives rise to legal controversies 

Mia Dambach is an Australian lawyer and the Director of ISS’s 

International Reference Centre on Children Deprived of their Family, 

based in the network’s General Secretariat office in Geneva. She is 
also ISS’s Deputy Secretary-General.
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Over the past three 

decades, surrogacy 

has become 

an increasingly 

popular method 

of reproductive 

technology.

over parenthood and nationality of the resulting 
children. The UN Committee on the Rights of the 
Child has referred to surrogacy when unregulated or 
inappropriately regulated as constituting the sale of 
children.

Due to ISS’s experience in resolving cross border 
cases involving children and families, as well as 
the expertise of the International Reference Centre 
on Children Deprived of their Families in Geneva in 
drafting of legal instruments, the network received 
an official mandate to draft international principles 
on this topic. The UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Sale and Sexual Exploitation of Children, in her 2018 
report to the Human Rights Council, recommends : 
At the international level 78. The Special Rapporteur 
invites the international community to: (d) Support the 
work of the International Social Service in developing 
international principles and standards governing 
surrogacy arrangements that are in accordance with 
human rights norms and standards and particularly 
with the rights of the child.

ISS looks forward to continuing to use its expertise to 
collaborate with leading experts to draft these much 
needed principles and ensure that the human dignity 
of all is respected.
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There are over 10,000 

intercountry adoptees 

in Australia; many of 

them have a yearning 

desire to connect with 

their country of origin 

and reunify with their 

birth family.

A vision for Intercountry Adoptee services in Australia

“ If we do not honor our past, we lose our future.  

 If we destroy our roots, we cannot grow. ”

Friedensreich Huntertwasser

There are over 10,000 intercountry adoptees 
in Australia; many of them have a yearning 
desire to connect with their country of 
origin and reunify with their birth family. 
ISS Australia strongly believes intercountry 
adoptees have a right to access specialised 
support when they embark on the emotional 
and complex journey to access their overseas 
records and reconnect with their birth family. 

ISS Australia also believes parents who have adopted 
children from overseas should have access to holistic 
emotional and practical support from social workers 
who understand the complexities and common issues 
associated with intercountry adoption. These include 
grief and loss, identity, behavioral issues, placement 
disruption, disability, health and educational issues.

Since 2016 ISS Australia has proudly delivered two 
dedicated Intercountry Adoption (ICA) services 
funded by the Commonwealth Department of Social 
Services (DSS). We were very disappointed when DSS 
informed us that funding for our ICA Tracing Service 
would end from 30 June 2018. We are also concerned 
about the future of our other DSS funded ICA service, 
the Intercountry Adoption Family Support Service, as 
the funding future for this service remains unclear.

Our dedicated ICA Services have been very 
successful in their brief period of operation, assisting 
over 400 Australian intercountry adoptees. Our ICA 
Tracing Service assisted many Australian intercountry 
adoptees to establish identity and a sense of 
belonging, while also reconnecting adoptees with their 
birth family overseas. Similarly our ICA Family Support 
Service (co-provided with lead partner LifeWorks) has 
provided valuable information and support to families 
regarding their child’s adoption.

ISS Australia is seeking government funding, and 
private grants and donations, that will allow us to 
continue providing services in this vital area and 
supporting Australia’s intercountry adoptees.

ISS Australia’s vision is that all Australian intercountry 
adoptees and their families will have access to 
specialised and professional support services to meet 
their needs. Our goal is that one day we will provide 
a national ‘one stop shop’ Intercountry Adoption 
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Service which includes the following services:

•  ICA Helpline - to offer information, support 
and telephone counselling for issues related 
to intercountry adoption; this could range from 
questions and advice to people considering 
adoption, to couples or individuals in the process 
of adopting and adoptive parents requiring any 
form of post adoption support

•  ICA Family Support – to offer emotional and 
practical support (including home visits and 
counselling) to families with intercountry adoption 
issues and challenges

•  ICA Tracing and Reunification – support to 
facilitate the tracing of birth family overseas and 
throughout the complex reunification process

•  ICA Peer Support Program – establish a network 
of peer mentors across Australia to connect with 
intercountry adoptees through activities such 
as art, dance, sport and theatre. This would 
have therapeutic benefits for young intercountry 
adoptees as they would meet and feel comfortable 
with older intercountry adoptees who understands 
their issues.

•  Return to Homeland – to offer preparation and 
support (including overseas) for intercountry 
adoptees who embark on their return journey, 
which may mean accessing information overseas,  
reunifying with birth family or simply having the 
opportunity to connect with their birth culture. 
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A Unique Service: ISS Australia’s IPCA Legal 
Assistance Service

ISS Australia is the only professional provider 
of specialist international parental child 
abduction (IPCA) assistance services in 
Australia. As people become increasingly 
mobile throughout the world, so too parenting 
disputes often become more complex. IPCA 
commonly occurs in the context of family 
conflict and parental separation, and can 
have a severely negative impact on those 
affected by the abduction, particularly the 
children.

ISS Australia is privileged to assist families affected 
by IPCA. Our Legal Service provides a specialist 
IPCA Legal Advice Line, which is able to address the 
individual circumstances of each client. Information 
provided to clients is specific, particular and 
comprehensive. Advice is mainly focussed on IPCA 
prevention and the return of or access to children 
in Hague Convention and non-Hague Convention 
countries. Where a legal remedy applies under 
the 1980 Hague Convention or Australia’s Bilateral 
Agreements with Lebanon and Egypt, our lawyers 
assist parents to make an application for the child’s 
return or access to their child.

ISS Australia’s Legal Service is fortunate to work 
closely with our social work support and international 
family mediation (IFM) teams to provide thorough 
support to clients affected by IPCA. The period 
following an abduction can be a challenging time 
for left behind parents, who are often unexpectedly 
separated across international borders from their 
children and struggling to navigate challenging legal 
processes. Social workers provide invaluable support 
to clients who find this challenge overwhelming. The 
IFM team provide another invaluable service allowing 
clients to negotiate the return of or access to their 
children while court proceedings are underway.

The following is an example of many cases in the past 
year in which the Legal Service was able to assist 
clients to achieve a positive outcome and have their 
children returned to Australia by an overseas court.

Michelle* and Tim* have two children, Charlotte* 
(aged 14) and Jackson* (11). Michelle and Tim had 
been separated for some time and there was a history 
of substantial parental conflict regarding parenting 
arrangements. Prior to the parental abduction, there 

ISS Australia’s Managing Lawyer, Rebecca Chapman, looks at the 

Legal Assistance Service provided by ISS since 2012, with funding 

from the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department.
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were family law proceedings underway in Australia 
and contrary to interim orders made in those 
proceedings, Tim was withholding Jackson from 
Michelle while Charlotte remained living at home with 
her mother.

The mother contacted our Legal Service after 
discovering Tim had removed Jackson from Australia 
without her knowledge or consent. Jackson had been 
taken to New Zealand, where Tim was from, and Tim 
refused to facilitate contact between Jackson and his 
mother and sister. The Legal Service assisted Michelle 
to prepare a return application under the 1980 Hague 
Convention. In the meantime, she was granted sole 
parental responsibility in the Australian family courts 
together with orders for both children to live with her.

The matter became a complex legal dispute and 
was eventually appealed to the NZ High Court. The 
Legal Service assisted Michelle throughout the 
court proceedings, preparing not just the initiating 
application but also two supplementary affidavits 
and two reply affidavits, and providing additional 
information in the final stages of the appeal to assist 
Counsel in NZ.

In May 2018, after 10 months of Hague Convention 
legal proceedings, Michelle’s application was 
successful and an order was made to return Jackson 
to Australia. He has since returned to Australia where 
he has been reunited with his mother and sister.

ISS Australia’s Legal Service was privileged to be 
able to assist Michelle throughout this troubling time. 
We take pride in our ability to assist clients in what 
for many will be the most difficult experiences of their 
lives.

As people become 

increasingly mobile 

throughout the 

world, so too 

parenting disputes 

often become more 

complex.
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International Project: Children with Disabilities

As ISS Australia’s Manager NSW Office / ICA 
Service, I’m proud to be leading a UNICEF 
funded project in Cambodia. This project 
began in 2016 with a Needs Assessment 
Mission which resulted in an extensive report 
with recommendations to enhance alternative 
care opportunities for children with disabilities 
(CWD) in Cambodia.
The report also included a foreword and endorsement 
from Minister Vong Sauth, Cambodia Government’s 
Minister of Social Affairs.

In February 2018, ISS Australia assembled a global 
team of CWD experts to travel to Cambodia to 
conduct the following:

•  A ‘Train the Trainer’ training to 13 selected 
Cambodian National Trainers (Government and 
NGO professionals), so they could in turn provide 
training to carers in institutions to provide better 
care for CWD. The training consisted of 3 main 
components, Social Work, Feeding and Nutrition, 
and Stimulation.

•  A Workshop to develop a strategic plan to 
implement Small Group Homes for CWD

•  A Workshop to develop a technical guidance 
document that outlines the methodology to 
implement foster care for CWD.

In July 2018, a further funding agreement with UNICEF 

was developed to continue implementation of the 
recommendations of the initial ISS report. These 
activities all focussed on the reintegration of CWD, 
including activities such as developing Standard 
Operating Procedures and facilitating a Study Tour for 
the establishment of Small Group Homes for CWD, 
conducting follow-up training for the National Trainers, 
and in collaboration with our ISS General Secretariat, 
developing specific standards for CWD in kinship 
care, foster care and local adoption.

ISS Australia is committed to continuing to improve 
the lives of CWD in Cambodia. ISS Australia is also 
developing a formal partnership with our Feeding 
and Nutrition experts, the SPOON Foundation from 
Portland, Oregon in the hope of expanding this 
valuable project in other Asian or Pacific countries in 
the years to come.

ISS Australia’s Manager, NSW Office / Manager, ICA Service,  
Damon Martin, profiles an exciting project being undertaken  
by ISS Australia in Cambodia with funding from UNICEF Cambodia.
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Family Group Conferencing

Newly arrived children and families of 
African background approach the difficult 
task of settling in Victoria with strength and 
resilience. This is despite the seemingly alien 
nature of many of the family support service 
and legal systems they encounter, which are 
often unfamiliar to them.
It is sometimes difficult to maintain family functioning 
while adapting to a new language, culture and 
expectations concerning parenting and behaviour of 
children, young people and adults.

ISS Australia is aware some children and families 
have come to the attention of community agencies 
and statutory authorities, often escalating rather than 
diffusing the family’s situation. At the same time, we 
know that African background families bring many 
strengths to their task of child rearing, particularly in 
their collectivist approach emphasising community 
mobilisation and problem solving.

ISS Australia decided to consult with leaders in 
Victoria’s African communities regarding the needs 
and issues confronted by children and families, to 
explore if we could positively contribute to children’s 
rights to safety and wellbeing and the greater 
cohesiveness of families and communities. We thank 
the African community leaders who shared their 
concerns and insights with us.

These leaders identified the issues confronted 
by families which sometimes led to involvement 
with family support agencies and child protection 
authorities, including:

•  Low income and poor housing
•  Impacts of pre-migration trauma from conflict, 

displacement and persecution
•  Impacts of stress associated with migration and 

adjusting to Australian society

• Differing child-rearing practices and behavioural 
expectations of young people held by newly-
arrived communities and Australian culture

•  Lack of knowledge of community and government 
support systems, legislation bearing on family 
and parenting practices and the role of statutory 
authorities

•  Intergenerational conflict
•  Family violence, substance misuse and mental 

illness.

ISS Australia has developed a proposal to establish, 
implement and evaluate a pilot service known as 
family group conferencing (FGC). This would uphold 
the strengths of African families’ pre-existing child-
rearing approaches, while increasing collaboration 
between families and community support agencies. 
The service will be focused on Brimbank, Melton, 
Greater Dandenong and Casey, where there are 
significant numbers of people of African background.

FGC was developed in New Zealand to improve 
outcomes for Maori children and families involved with 
the child protection system. It is now used extensively 
in NZ’s child protection system and to a lesser extent 
in Australia, especially with Aboriginal families. FGC 
empowers a child’s immediate and wider family and 
community to determine appropriate solutions to 
the problems of child welfare and youth offending 
behaviour.

The service concept is grounded in ISS Australia’s 
values promoting child rights and family connection. 
It would support families and communities to develop 
culturally appropriate plans to enhance the safety 
and wellbeing of children and social engagement of 
youth. Families would be assisted to find support 
from informal structures and referrals from community 
services. ISS Australia’s proposed service model 
emphasises empowerment of the African community. 
Strong referral links would be forged with local family 
and settlement support services. ISS Australia is 
currently pursuing funding for this project.

Helen Freris, ISS Australia’s National Services Manager, writes on 

a proposed response to issues affecting young people of African 
background in Melbourne.
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Kids are Waiting: We are Responding

One of the biggest challenges ISS USA confronted in 
2018 was the separation of children from their parents 
as they entered the US while fleeing from Guatemala, 
Honduras and El Salvador. 

This challenge posed two key issues: 

1. This action by the US Government and the 
subsequent consequences goes against ISS’s 
principles regarding alternative care and protecting 
children on the move and,

2. ISS USA, despite being experts on cross border 
services, has had to advocate loudly among a 
crowded playing field to be included as part of the 
solution for these and other children separated 
from their families.

ISS as a network has taken an active role, based on 
our collective experience managing cross border 
cases of family separation, in the development 
of guidelines and training on how to implement 
alternative care systems for children separated from 
the care and protection of their families. The basic 
principle is that whenever possible, children should 
be with their parents or other kin, and if not with them, 
then in family based care such as foster care. These 
children were separated from their families upon 
arrival and were placed in detention centres which 
are now overflowing. In some cases children remain 
in these makeshift shelters well beyond what current 
legislation (and best practice) allows.

In the 8 steps developed in ISS’s Children on the 
Move Manual, ISS advocates for a social work case 
management approach to finding durable solutions for 
children on the move. When the US Government was 
ordered to return the more than 2,600 children to their 
parents, legal organisations such as the American 
Civil Liberties Union and Immigrant legal defenders 
groups took the lead on the tracing and reunification. 
Lawyers, in addition to providing legal representation, 
are now acting in a case management role (usually 
delegated to social workers when dealing with other 
populations of children, mainly documented children).

ISS USA therefore has been faced with a multitude of 
challenges in both advocating for our principles and 
providing assistance where a social work approach is 
clearly best practice:

3.  ISS USA received an additional $100,000 in private 
funding to hire bilingual social workers based in the 
office, and soon, on the ground in Central America

4.  ISS USA dedicated extra time to regional network 
development in Central America to be better 
prepared to offer services as needed

5.  ISS USA educated key actors about best 
practices, which include social workers working 
collaboratively with lawyers to find both short and 
long term solutions in the best interests of each 
child

6.  ISS USA translated the Children on the Move 
Manual into Spanish and has distributed it widely 
throughout the US, Latin America and globally

7.  Going forward, ISS USA will continue to work with 
our government and the governments of other 
countries and non-government actors to advocate 
for families to be kept together or placed in family 
based care, to develop sustainable return and 
reintegration plans in the best interests of the child, 
and to provide critical case management that will 
address the short and long term social needs of 
the child and family.

Julie Rosicky is the Executive Director of ISS USA, one of the 

six founding members of the ISS network in 1924. She is based 

in Baltimore, Maryland.
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Follow us on Facebook or Twitter
Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/ISSAustralia 
Follow us on Twitter: @iss_aus

Get involved

Leave a bequest
Make your legacy one that will forever change the lives 
of children and families separated across international 
borders. To discuss your bequest options in complete 
confidence please call us on 03 9614 8755.
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Donate
Even the smallest donations can change the lives 
of the children and families in need of our services. 
Donations can be for any amount and either once only 
or recurrent. To make a donation simply visit www.
iss.org.au and click DONATE or call 1300 657 843. 
Donations over $2 are tax deductible.

Sign up to our newsletter
Our newsletter is published on a regular basis 
and will keep you up-to-date with the latest news 
on ISS Australia’s services, events, research and 
publications, as well as developments in our sector 
and some inspiring case studies.

Volunteer with us
ISS Australia welcomes volunteers in all our 
service areas, as well as fundraising and business 
development, media and comms, marketing and 
admin. Our supportive, friendly staff teams and 
comprehensive induction and training ensure 
volunteers gain great experience while with us.

Intern with us
ISS Australia also welcomes students from a wide 
range of disciplines including social work, law, media 
and comms, marketing and international studies. 
Feel free to contact us about interning or doing a 
placement at either of our offices, as part of your 
studies.

Become a member
Anyone can become a member of ISS Australia for 
a small fee. By doing so you will help strengthen the 
organisation, learn about our outstanding work and 
have the right to vote at all General Meetings and 
provide input on our future direction.

Tell a colleague, friend and family member
Do you know someone who might interested in ISS 
Australia’s work, assisting children and families across 
international borders? Please let them know about us 
– they may wish to donate, volunteer or simply sign up 
to our newsletter to learn more.
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ISS Australia’s People

Board of Directors
Dr Fiona McIntosh – President

Vedran Drakulic OAM – President (retired November 2017)

Freia Carlton – Vice President

Richard Giles – Treasurer

Rowan Brittain – Treasurer (retired October 2018)

Peter Arnaudo

Rebecca Cowan

Deborah Fry

Mary Griffin

Barbara Lane

t
ictori n ce

Fionn Skiotis – Executive Director

Ann Freilich – Accountant

Kate Fisher – Business Development Manager

Meilisa Southwick – Office Manager / Paralegal
Helen Freris – National Services Manager / Manager,  
International Family Mediation Service

Eleni Bailey – Intercountry Social Worker

Aga Duc – Intercountry Social Worker

Siobhan Kavanagh – Senior Social Worker (to February 2018)

Amelia McDermott – Intercountry Social Worker / ICA Information 
and Support Social Worker

Jess Rosenberg – ICA Tracing Social Worker (to June 2018)

Lizzie Gray – Special Search Service Social Worker

Dr Ann Wollner – Manager, Legal Service (to April 2018)

Jenny Tam – Senior Lawyer

Christina Scibilia – Lawyer

Rebekah Bessant – Lawyer

Emily Biggs – Paralegal

Dr Klaus Serr – Senior Research Associate

Dr Olivia Ball – Child Rights Advocate (to June 2018)

Patron

The Hon Alastair Nicholson  
AO RFD QC

Former Chief Justice of  
the Family Court of Australia; 
Chair, Children’s Rights 
International
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 ce
Damon Martin – Manager, ICA Service / Manager, 
NSW Office / Manager, NSW Special Search Service

Sarah Burn – Coordinator, ICA Service (to June 2018)

Jane West – ICA Information and Support Social 
Worker (to July 2017)

Janet Henegan – ICA Information and Support Social 
Worker

Jane Adams – ICA Tracing Social Worker (to June 
2018)

Kay Hardefeldt – Manager, NSW Services

Phoebe Lewis – Senior Social Worker

Meredith Gantt – Intercountry Social Worker

Phoebe Peters – Intercountry Social Worker

Sara Langford – Intercountry Social Worker (to June 
2018)

Rebecca Chapman – Managing Lawyer

Rosa Saladino – Manager, Legal Service (to August 
2017)

Dian Neligan – Lawyer

Brisbane
Melissa Hanning – ICA Information and Support 
Caseworker

Adelaide
Sandi Petersen – ICA Information and Support 
Caseworker (current) / ICA Tracing Caseworker (to 
June 2018)
Su Park – ICA Tracing Social Worker (to June 2018)

Perth
Melanie Boulton – ICA Information and  
Support Caseworker

Students, Interns and Volunteers
Joshua Ang (Intern)

Amy Boulle (Social research and policy student)

Lizie Davey (Intern and Google Ads volunteer)

Gilbert East (Social research and policy student)

Dana Fahadi (Intern)

Melanie Fayad (Legal volunteer)

Meredith Gantt (Social work student)

Karen Hutchinson (Social work student)

Solome Isaac (Intern)

Harini Kasthuriarachchi (Intern)

Apolline Kempter (International intern)

Katie Langmore (Social work student)

Thao Nguyen (Intern)

Michelle Simpson (Legal volunteer)

Jeffah Thabach (Social work student)

Lauren Tomlinson (Legal volunteer)

Hilary Williams (Intern)

Hayley-Anne Wright (Intern)

Rose Zwiers (Social work student)

Auditor
LD Assurance Chartered Accountants
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2017-18 2016-17

Revenue 2,122,328 2,071,686

Expenses 2,186,922 2,085,263

Surplus / (Deficit) for the year (64,594) (13,577)

Financial highlights

74%
Federal 
Governement

13%
State 
Government

6%
Philanthropy

1% 6%Donations
Other revenue

Revenue

5%
Occupancy 
Costs

78%
Employee  
benefits

4%

3%
Office 
Costs

Travel 
Expenses

10%
Other 
Expenses

Expenses

Based on the 2017-18 Audited Financial Statements signed on 31 October 2018 and  
prepared by LD Assurance Chartered Accountants, ISS Australia’s appointed Company Auditor.

Operating Result
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2017-18 2016-17

Assets:

• Current assets 305,853 1,622,474

• Non-current assets 894,186 911,372

Total assets 1,200,039 2,533,846

Liabilities:

• Current liabilities 263,238 1,532,451

Total liabilities 263,238 1,532,451

Net assets 936,801 1,001,395

Accumulated surplus / (deficit) (169,361) (104,767)

Reserves 1,106,162 1,106,162

Equity 936,801 1,001,395

Financial position
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A child’s safety and wellbeing is at the heart of everything 

ISS Australia does. Our specialist social workers and lawyers 

protect children and support their right to care and a safe, 

connected family life. 

ISS Australia has unique expertise in resolving complex 

international child welfare cases and providing intercountry 

family services to children and families in Australia separated 

by international borders. We ensure children are cared for 

and protected. Where possible and appropriate, we reunite 

them with their families.

ISS Australia is the Australian member of the worldwide 

International Social Service network.

ISS Australia is also the Australian section of the global 

Defence for Children International movement.
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NSW OFFICE  
Suite 501, 80 William Street 
Woolloomooloo NSW 2011  
Australia  
T: (+61) 2 9267 0300    
E: issnsw@iss.org.au

VICTORIAN OFFICE
Level 2, 424 William Street  
West Melbourne Vic 3003 
Australia  
T: (+61) 3 9614 8755   
Local call cost: 1300 657 843    
E: iss@iss.org.au
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